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INTRODUCTION
You likely know countless stories of people in your community who
are struggling to find hope. Maybe they've lost a loved one. Perhaps
they've been hurt, tossed aside, beaten or broken. Maybe they've been
battling sickness or watching a loved one lose a fight to illness. All
these people are looking for hope but, in its absence, they may begin
to believe it’s too late, nobody can relate, or they’ll never get through
this season of struggle.
I Can Only Imagine tells the true story that inspired the best-selling MercyMe song, which became the most-played contemporary
Christian song of all time. However, the real focus of the film is the
journey of MercyMe’s lead singer Bart Millard and his relationship
with his father.
Bart’s father was a man so lost in pride, regret, and bitterness that
he couldn’t forgive himself and, in his pain, he almost destroyed
everything. This man is forgiven by the child he beat and by the God
he scorned. It wasn’t too late for him.
Bart was a young man so haunted by his past that he lived behind a
façade. In his inauthenticity, he struggled to create anything of real
worth or value. This young man learned to forgive, live genuinely, and
embrace God’s purpose. He wasn’t too broken.
Throughout the movie, many of the lies that your community struggles
with are addressed. Can you imagine the hope that could awaken?
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> If it wasn’t too late for him, maybe it’s not too late for me.
> If he could overcome that, maybe I can overcome my past
too.
> If they could find purpose in their pain, maybe God has a
purpose for mine as well.
As you begin planning your movie event, ask God to cast a vision
for how you can best use I Can Only Imagine. Thousands of prayers
have been cast over this film as we desire to see communities
changed and revitalized as people find new life in Christ.
Your movie event begins with this guide, which was created to help
you maximize the impact of I Can Only Imagine within your church
and community. You could simply host a movie night, where you
show the film and end with prayer, but what if your event could
attract twice your usual Sunday morning attendance? What if
you combined the movie with a sermon series or kicked off small
groups using the same themes of forgiveness, redemption, and
hope? What if you showed your congregation the movie and then
equipped them to each bring other friends and family to come to
a community-wide event? The result could be countless relationships in the church and community restored and redeemed!
We hope you will be part of seeing how far God can take the message of this film and its resources to spread the hope of the gospel
across the earth!
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The I Can Only Imagine DVD: A playable DVD of the full film with
promotional trailers and bonus features to help you promote your
movie event.
Annual Site License: Your written and legal permission to show the
film at your organization’s venue for up to one year from the date
of purchase. This license does not permit for churches to require
admission charges. You may promote "suggested donations" and
charge for refreshments or childcare. See your license for additional
provisions.

Synopsis
It’s the song that brings ultimate hope to so many, often in the midst
of life’s most challenging moments. Amazingly, the song was written
in mere minutes by MercyMe’s lead singer Bart Millard. In reality,
those lyrics took a lifetime to craft.
Although he found faith at a young age, life wasn’t easy for Bart. He
leaned into an active imagination and his love of music as escapes
from a troubled home life. As he grew older, Bart turned to football
in hopes of somehow connecting with his abusive father. But a career-ending injury—combined with the vision of a teacher who saw
unlimited potential—set Bart on a musical pathway.
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Chasing a dream while running from broken relationships with his
father and Shannon, his childhood sweetheart, Bart hits the road in
an old, decrepit tour bus with his new band MercyMe—named for
his grandmother’s favorite expression. With the guidance of a grizzled music-industry insider, the band begins a journey none of them
could ever have imagined.
Directed by the Erwin Brothers (October Baby, Moms' Night Out,
and Woodlawn), I Can Only Imagine stars J. Michael Finley, Madeline Carroll, Trace Adkins, Priscilla Shirer, with Cloris Leachman and
Dennis Quaid.
A gripping reminder of the power of forgiveness, I Can Only
Imagine beautifully illustrates that no one is ever too far from God’s
love—or from an eternal home in Heaven.

TOTAL RUN TIME:
110 MINUTES

GENRE:
DRAMA, TRUE STORY

MPAA RATING:
RATED PG for thematic elements including some violence

THEMES:
FORGIVENESS, REDEMPTION, HOPE, LOVE

SUBTITLE & LANGUAGE OPTIONS:
ENGLISH AND SPANISH
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71%
GO TO

THE

MOVIES

REGULARLY

Statistics show that over 71% of people in the United States go
to the movies on a regular basis and movies continue to be one
of the most preferred activities for family outings. Films allow
us to engage with a message on a different level and also create
thought-provoking conversations.
Hosting a movie event provides your congregation with the opportunity to invite people in their lives, who would not typically
come to church, to a no-pressure environment. As an outreach
event, a movie night allows those in your community to get to
know you and will enable you to expel some possible preconceived ideas about Christians and the church.
Movie events can undoubtedly feel intimidating at first. But
that's why we are here to assist with some helpful tips and
suggestions! Throughout the planning process and movie event,
remember the most important thing you can do, as a leader and
a church, is to be hospitable to those coming in your church and
to love the people who walk through your doors.
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Before you can do any real planning or promoting, you need to
develop a core group to help bring your vision to life. Organizing
a movie event alone would be a miserable and nearly impossible
task, so that is why creating a core group early on is so essential to your success. This group should be made up of trusted
leaders, key staff with unique skill sets to contribute, and/or
highly-engaged volunteers. As you prepare for your first meeting, embrace the fact that this core group you are forming is an
extension of yourself and they each have something to contribute. Treat them as leaders and empower them to make decisions
under your guidance.
Integrating volunteers from your church or organization is very
important to the success of your movie night. Casting a vision
and recruiting volunteers early in the process of planning can
be extremely beneficial. Your volunteers can be your greatest
event advocates and enthusiasts, especially if any confusion or
questions set in within the church. Equip them with the information to be able to speak accurately about the event to others
when issues arise. Some churches have found a kick-off meeting
to cast vision and pray for the event to be a fantastic way to start
things off on the right foot.
Concerning both your leaders or volunteers, it is important to
keep the lines of communication open. Send a follow-up email.
Make a phone call to check in. Make a point to seek them out
and create opportunities for them to share their thoughts. On
the rare occasion that they won't have anything to share, they
will still be grateful that you made time for them.
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There are many various aspects which can occupy your time,
which is why a clear and detailed outline is essential as the first
step in your process. Think through challenges you've faced
with previous events, but also think about the event through the
eyes of the guests attending. Do not be discouraged by a limited
budget or space, but rather view this as an opportunity to be
creative! Make this event your own, based on the needs of your
church and community.

DECIDE ON THE
FOLLOWING:
VISION AND EVENT OBJECTIVES

What would you like to see God accomplish through your movie
event? How can your church or group get the most out of I Can
Only Imagine? How will you customize your event to fit your
ministry objectives? How can you follow up with continued
ministry?

BUDGET

Include the costs of your movie license and any refreshments,
promotional materials, or decorations. Your license does not
allow you to charge admission, but you may recover costs by
charging for items such as snacks or childcare.
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TARGET AUDIENCE

Who in your church or community is most likely to attend? Consider your various ministries and groups, such as couples (all
ages), young adults, families, and men's & women's groups.

DATE

Choose a date with your target audience in mind. Is a normal
meeting time easiest? Or would consecutive nights draw more
visitors?

FOLLOW-UP MINISTRY

Start the discussion early on how best to follow up the movie
event with a sermon series and small groups. See the "Follow
up your Event" section of this guide for details on the resources
available to help you continue the momentum of the film within
your community.

LOCATION

Hosting at your church allows visitors a non-threatening and
entertaining opportunity to walk through your doors. Ideally,
they will want to return to a service or study. But if your facilities won't work, consider showing the movie at a school auditorium or community center. Confirm your location a month or
more in advance so you can promote it.
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ASSIGN EACH LEADER
AN AREA TO OVERSEE

Here is when it’s time to delegate to your core group which we
discussed previously. These leaders should be able to make
varying levels of decisions based on regular touchpoint meetings with you. Here are some suggested areas you may want to
think about assigning someone to oversee (this list isn't exhaustive, but rather a starting point):

HOSPITALITY
PROMOTIONAL PLANS
TECHNOLOGY/AV
GREETERS
CHILDCARE PROVIDERS
EMCEE AND HOST
SET-UP AND TEARDOWN CREW
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CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:
PARTNERS

Maximize your reach by teaming up with other churches, ministries, or local organizations. Partnering can help share costs
and spread the word to new or different groups of people. Briefly
introducing a leader of these partners before or after the screening can give attendees valuable resources to follow up with.

CHILDCARE

I Can Only Imagine is rated PG and is appropriate for adults
and most children in middle school or older. Encourage higher
attendance from couples with young children by organizing
childcare or consider hosting a “Kids' Movie Night” in another
room.

FOSTER FUN BEFORE THE MOVIE BEGINS
Make your movie event a fun atmosphere for everyone. Be
creative. Here are some pre-show ideas:

> Consider pre-movie entertainment such as music by your
worship band or youth group band.
> Include movie trivia hosted by your emcee or on looping
PowerPoint slides shown on screen.
> Serve snacks such as popcorn or candy to create a movie
theater atmosphere.
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When promoting your movie night, it is not the case of more is
more. It is about being smart and knowing your church family
and community. This is a fantastic time to get creative! Use the
valuable resources right at your fingertips.

PROMOTE EARLY

Start spreading the word at least 3 to 4 weeks before the event.

MAKE IT A GROUP EFFORT

Have your pastor announce your movie event and emphasize
the powerful evangelism and ministry potential, primarily
through volunteering and inviting guests. Showing the movie
trailer during a Sunday service can be helpful.

HARNESS SOCIAL MEDIA

Encourage others in your community to share, like, and post
messages about the event through their social media networks.
The I Can Only Imagine Church Campaign Kit includes premade beautiful and poignant graphics and memes for you to
post on your personal or church’s Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
website, or whatever platform works best for you. In addition to
the files, there is an easy-to-follow 6-week social media plan for
you to incorporate these files.
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OUTREACH

With a mission to share God’s love and empower the church to
share the message of Jesus Christ, Outreach provides cost-effective, proven methods and resources in a variety of forms,
including postcard invitations, banners, bulletin covers, church
campaign materials, and more. Through professional designs
and relevant messages, Outreach delivers eye-catching postcard
invitations, posters, bulletins, banners, including options like
in-house printing, custom design, mail services, and post-office
delivery and more for use by thousands of churches every year.
See all the I Can Only Imagine church resources at
outreach.com/imagine or call 800-991-6011.

OUTDOOR
BANNERS
The 13 oz reinforced vinyl is ideal
for outdoor use providing a perfect
balance of lightweight portability
with outdoor durability.

DOOR HANGERS
They are an inexpensive way to
spread the news about upcoming
events to your neighbors.
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The big day is here! Do not treat a movie night as simply a “push
play” event. Create a fun and welcoming atmosphere to help
visitors feel comfortable and eager to come back!

GATHER YOUR TEAM

Give your volunteers a timeline, either a printed copy or you can
email it to them beforehand. Answer any last-minute questions
they may have. Pray together as a team for the people who are
about to attend this event.

GREET GUESTS

Station greeters inside and outside your location to direct
visitors and answer questions. It can be helpful to give some
greeters flashlights to assist people during the movie.

BE USER-FRIENDLY

Post signs outside and inside to direct visitors efficiently, especially if the site you are using is large. Make sure restrooms are
open, clean, and clearly marked.

CHECK YOUR SYSTEMS

Test all technical equipment to make sure it is working properly
and ready to go.
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SCHEDULE FLEXIBILITY

Start on time to be respectful of people’s time. Follow your timeline but be flexible if necessary.

SET A FRIENDLY TONE

It can be helpful to have your emcee/host up front to greet the
guests, cast vision for the night, and pray before starting the
movie. You can even announce, or show a brief video about, upcoming opportunities relating to the event, such as small groups
or a sermon series. It is important to make these announcements before the film begins as most guests will want to leave to
head home after watching a full-length movie and you will have
missed your opportunity.

HAVE HELP AVAILABLE

I Can Only Imagine deals with issues of abuse that could profoundly affect viewers. Have your host/emcee offer the opportunity to meet with a prayer team, pastor, or counselor following
the conclusion of the film.

INVITE THEM BACK

Offer a brief invitation to return for a Sunday service, or small
group study using the I Can Only Imagine curriculum.
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Your hope for those attending would be that they make their way
back into your church to become more involved in other programs you have. Movie events are great occasions to promote
small group sign-ups and kick off a church campaign. Reaching
out, developing relationships, raising dialogue, and setting the
stage for individuals and families to encounter Christ is what a
movie event is all about.

PLAN A FOLLOW-UP
CHURCH CAMPAIGN
Use the I Can Only Imagine Church Campaign Kit to launch a
four-week study to lead your community on a journey to restore
hope and overcome rejection, guilt, and brokenness. The I Can
Only Imagine Church Campaign Kit equips you with:

1

CHURCH CAMPAIGN GUIDE

This booklet explains how all the pieces of your Church
Campaign Kit work together to help get your church excited
and engaged in the message of I Can Only Imagine. This
guide enables you to create a cohesive and meaningful
campaign for your entire community with helpful
suggestions and timelines.
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SERMON SERIES

This sermon series contains
four sermon manuscripts titled "Imagine a Loving Father,"
"Imagine Forgiveness," "Imagine
Redemption," and "Imagine Going
Home." There is also an additional two-week introduction series
titled "Grace Comes First." This
bonus two-week sermon series on
evangelism and hospitality will
help to provide a buildup to the
topics covered in the I Can Only
Imagine sermons.

3

CHILDREN'S
CURRICULUM

There are four weeks of children's lessons with an additional
two weeks of introductory
lessons, mirroring the sermon
series. These children's lessons
include a Bible story, a memory
verse, ideas for group activities,
and discussion questions for the
teacher to present to the children.
These lessons are intended for
children in kindergarten through
5th grade.
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VIDEO CLIPS

These video clips are taken
directly from the I Can Only
Imagine Video Series. You
can use these to refer to Bart's
story in your sermons or use
these clips as teasers for small
groups/Sunday school groups.
These clips are an excellent way
to get people excited about the
video content contained in the
Small Group Kit.

6

ART FILES

There are eight art files containing original movie artwork to
help in your creation of bulletin
inserts and posters. We have
also created seven slides to use
in your sermons and promotion
of small groups.

SOCIAL MEDIA FILES

5

SERMON
BUMPER VIDEOS

Many churches find these
videos helpful to use as a transition piece before the sermon.
The visuals are consistent
each week, to remind your
congregation of the series you
are experiencing.
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Beautiful and poignant graphics and memes designed for
you to post on your personal
or church’s Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, website, or whatever platform works best for
you. In addition to the files, we
have created an easy-to-follow
6-week social media plan for
you to incorporate these files.

LAUNCH SMALL GROUPS
Small groups are often where real transformation occurs. As relational beings, we find deep satisfaction, grow into the likeness
of Christ, experience frequent spiritual growth, and demonstrate the marks of spiritual maturity in community together.
The I Can Only Imagine Small Group Kit provides you with:

VIDEO SERIES
This 4-episode Video Series features Bart Millard, lead singer
of MercyMe. Bart shares his true testimony of redemption and
hope, along with the lessons God has instilled in him throughout his journey. Each episode contains scenes from the I Can
Only Imagine movie and is approximately 12 minutes long.
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LEADER'S GUIDE
The I Can Only Imagine Leader’s
Guide works in conjunction with
the Video Series to equip group
leaders with helpful tips on leading
a group, thoughtful discussion
questions for each week, and
suggested Scripture to read.

JOURNAL
This beautifully designed 28-day
study of Jesus's life and ministry
serves as a participant's guide
for the I Can Only Imagine
Video Series. Each day includes
scripture, reflective questions,
and prayer—all working together
to reveal God's incredible heart
for His children.
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ENGAGE YOUR
YOUTH GROUPS
Youth Curriculum created by YM360 helps teenagers get the
most out of this powerful film with these exclusive youth ministry resources:

I CAN ONLY IMAGINE YOUTH
MINISTRY BIBLE STUDY
This 4-session Bible study hits at the heart of what it means to experience
rejection, guilt, and brokenness. Using themes from the movie, this study will
take your students on a journey to see how redemption, forgiveness, and salvation are at the heart of God. This study is ideal for 6th through 12th graders
in either small and large group settings.
> Contains 4 downloadable movie clips, 4 downloadable Leader's Guides
(one for each lesson), 3 out-of-class devotions for each session, 3 digital
devotions, Parent Pages for each lesson, promotional artwork, Instagram
images, and background image slides. Samples of these materials are
available at YM360.com
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I CAN ONLY IMAGINE
STUDENT DEVOTIONAL
The I Can Only Imagine student
devotional journal is a 4-week,
interactive journal designed to help
students explore the themes of the
movie. The concept of journaling
is spotlighted in the film and is an
important part of Bart’s journey to
forgiveness. Equip your students
to spend meaningful time with God
each day by purchasing the I Can
Only Imagine devotional journal.

THANK YOUR VISITORS
Email or call visitors who provided contact information. Thank
them for attending. Ask about their experience and remind
them of the ministry resources available.

THANK YOUR TEAM
Send out thank yous to everyone who served and participated as
a volunteer or on the leadership team. It can also be a good idea
to ask for their feedback as they often have great insights from
the event.
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